Colours Of Angels

7 Archangelic Connections to bring you Guidance and
Protection and help to light your way on your life
journey.

www.onehealing.com

Colours of Angels
Colours of Angels offers 7 connections with 7 Archangels and their
respective Rays. These 7 connections are offered in one distance initiation
that will connect you to each Archangel and you will then be able to call
upon any or all of these Archangels whenever you wish. Angels never leave
or ignore you and will listen to you whatever the time of day or night.
As you are connected to each Archangel you will also be connected to each
Ray that the Archangel serves from and it's respective colour. By simply
visualising the colour of each Archangel that you have been connected to
you will feel the connection strengthen. This is ideal for those who have
difficulty visualising images as the simple task of visualising the colour is all
that is required.

The Seven Archangels and Rays are as follows:
Archangel Michael who serves in the First Ray which is the Blue Ray and the
Ray of Protection and Power.
Archangel Jophiel who serves on the Second or Yellow Ray which is the Ray
of Illumination and Wisdom.
Archangel Chamuel who serves on the Third or Pink Ray which is the Ray of
Love.
Archangel Gabriel who serves on the Fourth or White Ray which is the Ray
of Harmony and Purity.
Archangel Raphael who serves on the Fifth Ray or Green Ray which is the
Ray of Healing and Truth.
Archangel Uriel who serves on the Sixth Ray or Gold Ray which is the Ray of
Peace.
Archangel Zadkiel who serves on the Seventh Ray or Violet Ray which is the
Ray of Freedom.
Each connection is received one after the other in one distance initiation
which will permanently connect you to each Archangel and Ray.
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Hieracy of Angels
Archangels are a division of Angelic Beings and watch over and care for the
human race. The 7 main Archangels work through the Colours of Angels
connections and are able to assist us all in many areas of our lives if we
simply call upon them to do so.
There are 9 levels within the Angel Hierachy starting with the Seraphim
which is the highest level closest to the Source, through to Angels who are
the closest to Humans.

The 9 levels are as follows with number 1 being the closest to the Source.

1

Seraphim
The Seraphim who are beings of pure light are the level closest to
the source and are considered to be the angels of pure light, love
and fire. The Seraphim shine so brilliantly with pure light that you
will never be able to see them but you can still access them
through prayer or asking.

2

Cherubim
The next level is the the Cherubim who channel positive energy
from the Source and guard the stars. They represent the wisdom
of the source.

3

Thrones
The Thrones are the next level and channel energy to you through
your guardian angel. They are the investigators for the Source and
create and collect positive energies and represent justice. They
also provide guidance in matters of karma.

4

Dominions
The Dominions are the next level and represent wisdom and
intuition.

5

Powers
These are the Angels that keep track of human history. They will
send messages when someone or something is out to harm you.
The Powers will help you to see through situations and problems
and you protect you when in trouble.
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6

Virtues
The Virtues work hand in hand with the Thrones and send lots of
spiritual energy to help people develop the tools required to
progress along their spiritual path. They love positive people and
also often perform miracles. The Virtues also represent extreme
courage.

7

Principalities
The Principalities guard countries, cities, and groups of people on
Earth. They protect political and religious leaders and help them
make the right decisions.

8

Archangels
The Archangels can actually belong to several levels, but they
enjoy dealing with humans when and where they can.
They are considered the "Special Team Force” of the angelic
realms. They channel positive energy to the world from the
source. They have different qualities that you will be introduced
to later in this booklet.

9

Angels
The last level but by no means the least important are the angels.
The Angels help us with our day to day life and bring information
and guidance from the source to humans. Your Guardian Angel
belongs to this level and works closely with you at all times.
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Archangel Michael’s Blue Ray of Protection.
Archangel Michael serves on the First Ray which is the Blue Ray of
Protection.
Archangel Michael offers us protection both spiritually and physically and
can be called upon at any time. When in need of Michael’s help simply call
“Archangel Michael please help me. I need your protection and guidance
now”
You will often see small blue flashes of diamond like light when Michael is
around you and this is his sign to you that he is with you.
Archangel Michael is able to offer you courage and protection when you are
afraid and will help guide you when you feel lost and without direction in
your life. As with all Archangels and Angels, Michael is very informal and a
simple call for his help will be answered by him.
When calling for Michael to assist you can also visualise a blue ray of light
around you and in you that is holding you in the protection of both
Archangel Michael and the Blue Ray of Protection. Feel and see this blue
light surround you from head to toe in a calming and nurturing manner to
enable you to be free of any fears and vulnerability that you may be
experiencing.
Feel the Blue Ray flowing into your Crown Chakra and down through each
chakra in your body and out through your feet into the earth below. As the
blue ray leaves your body, feel any sensations of fear and vulnerability
leaving you and being replaced with the courage and protection that
Archangel Michael offers you.
Accept his protection and courage with the love that he gives it to you and
offer your heartfelt thanks to Archangel Michael for protecting you.
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Archangel Michael’s Sword.
Archangel Michael carries a sword with him. This sword can help you to cut
away any negative ties that may be holding you back in your life or in
relationships with others.
Often we feel drained when we have been in the company of other people.
By visualising Archangel Michael’s sword cutting through the cords that are
connecting you with those people’s energies you will release any feelings of
being drained.
Simply picture a white cord coming from you to the people or situation that
is draining you and then see Michael’s sword cut through those ties. Feel the
protection and love that follows as Michael is with you, wrapping you in the
protecting warm blue light of the First Ray.

Archangel Michael can assist in clearing negativity from a room or building.
Visualise Michael surrounded by the Blue Light of the First Ray and feel that
blue light extend throughout the room.
See the light removing negativity and replacing it with warmth and
protection. As the final strand of negativity is leaving see Michael’s sword
cut through it and release the negativity into the Earth.
Archangel Michael will always listen to your call – when you are frightened
or feel in need of protection simply ask him to be with you, standing by your
side ready to protect you from any situation that could cause you fear.
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Archangel Jophiel’s Yellow Ray of Wisdom and
Illumination
Archangel Jophiel serves from the Second Ray which is the Yellow Ray of
Wisdom and Illumination.
Jophiel can be called upon at any time but in particular when you feel you
need additional wisdom and guidance or inspiration. Jophiel can help when
you are taking exams, working on a project or task or anything that requires
you to have a focused mind.
Archangel Jophiel can also assist in times of conflict and help to fill you with
inspiration and understanding particularly when around people who do not
follow their true path and are afraid of spiritual understanding and
therefore close their eyes to it.
To call upon Archangel Jophiel you can say either out loud or silently
“Archangel Jophiel, please be with me to infuse me with wisdom and
inspiration. Please help me now”
Alternatively you may visualise a bright beam of yellow light surrounding
you and filling you from your head to your toes with the yellow ray of
wisdom and illumination.
In areas of your life that are causing you uncertainty, Archangel Jophiel will
help you find clarification and the ability to see more clearly what it is that
is making you so uncertain about your path.

Accept this wisdom and illumination with the love that it is sent to you.
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Archangel Chamuel’s Pink Ray of Love
Archangel Chamuel serves from the Third Ray which is the Pink Ray of Love.
Archangel Chamuel is with you to assist you in all matters of the heart and
self love and love for others.
Call upon Archangel Chamuel firstly to help heal your heart and assist you to
love yourself and fill your heart, mind and soul with love. Feel this love flow
throughout your body and once you are comfortable with loving yourself this
love will start to project to those around you. Once this happens you will
find that you will attract more loving and gentle people into your life who
feel and reciprocate the love that you send out.
Call Archangel Chamuel by saying the following, either outloud or silently
“Archangel Chamuel I need your love and assistance to see the love that
exists inside me and to be able to project this to all around me. Please help
me.”
Alternatively you may visualise a beautiful and warm ray of pink light
surrounding you and infusing you from head to toes with a pink ray of loving
light. Feel this pink ray flow through your body and then visualise it being
projected from your heart to all around you.
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Archangel Gabriel’s White Ray of Purity and Harmony
Archangel Gabriel serves from the Fourth Ray which is the White Ray of
Purity and Harmony.
Archangel Gabriel assists you to work with the light and move closer to
being of true spiritual service. Gabriel also helps you to improve your
communication abilities and to express your talents in all areas of your life
and be able to express joy and harmony to those around you.
Call upon Archangel Gabriel when you need assistance with your spiritual
path and also to bring harmony into your life and your relationships.
Say either outloud or silently :
“Archangel Gabriel I need your assistance to see my spiritual path and lead
me to where I need to be”
Alternatively you may visualise a brilliant pure ray of white light surrounding
you from head to toe and infuse you with purity and harmony and enable
you to express joy and love to those around you.
Archangel Gabriel is particularly helpful with releasing any discouragement
that you may be receiving from yourself or others around you.
Do not be afraid to ask Archangel Gabriel to be with you and accept the
purity and harmony with the love that it is being given.
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Archangel Raphael’s Green Ray of Healing and Truth
Archangel Raphael serves from the Fifth Ray which is the Green Ray of
Healing and Truth.
Call upon Archangel Raphael when you or someone around you is in need of
healing. You may ask Raphael to help heal someone else other than yourself
but he will not interfere with that person’s free will so if they do not
welcome spiritual healing it cannot be forced. Archangel Raphael is also a
healer for animals, both wild and pets and his gentle energies are gratefully
received by them.
Archangel Raphael can also help with your own healing – say either silently
or outloud
“Archangel Raphael please come to me for I need your healing energies
now. Please let me feel your love and healing energies flow through my
body”
Alternatively you can visualise the Green Emerald ray of light entering your
body and infusing you from head to toe with the loving healing warmth of
Archangel Raphael. Feel this Green light flood every area of your body
mind and soul easing any pain that you may have.
Archangel Raphael can also assist with healing your soul of any problems
from previous lives. Visualise the healing green ray of light soothing away
any pains and troubles that you have brought into this life from a previous
one.
When asking Raphael heal others you may say the following :
“Archangel Raphael I ask you to send your healing ray of light to person’s
name here to enable them to lead a healthy life free of pain and hurt.”
Do not be afraid to ask for Raphael to be with you and you will soon feel the
amazing benefits of his assistance.
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Archangel Uriel’s Gold Ray of Peace.
Archangel Uriel serves from the Sixth Ray which is the Golden Ray of Peace.
Archangel Uriel helps to bring peace and tranquility to people and the
world. He works closely with the weather and can bring assistance to the
world after a natural disaster such as a hurricane, flood or fire. Call upon
Archangel Uriel to avert these disasters or help recover afterwards.
Archangel Uriel also listens when you need to bring peace and calm to your
life and to people around you. If you feel conflict with people around you
simply visualise Archangel Uriel’s Gold ray of Peace surrounding you from
head to toe with a beautiful and peaceful ray of Golden Light that instantly
brings calm to the situation. Feel this light travel through your body and
then radiate out to those around you bringing calm, peace and tranquillity.
To send peace to the whole world, visualise the Earth surrounded by this
golden ray of light and feel it soak into the Earth and everyone and
everything on it. Ask that this feeling of peace be present and available to
every living person to bring a better world to us all.
You may also say outloud or silently the following :
“Archangel Uriel I ask you to bring peace, harmony, understanding and love
to the world to enable us all to lead a safer and more spiritually aware way
of life”
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Archangel Zadkiel’s Violet Ray of Freedom
Archangel Zadkiel serves from the Seventh Ray which is the Violet Ray of
Freedom.
Archangel Zadkiel can assist you by bringing you the flame of freedom, joy,
forgiveness, justice and liberation. By invoking the Violet Ray you can bring
all these qualities into your life.
By using the Violet Ray you can help to release negativity and bring freedom
to enjoy life and the opportunities around you. It can also bring forgiveness
as well.
Everytime you call upon Zadkiel and the Violet Ray you are bringing changes
to the earth and helping to prepare for a more spiritual future.
Say the following either silently or outloud to bring Freedom from
negativity.
“Archangel Zadkiel I now invoke the Violet Ray to bring freedom from the
negativity that is around me at this time.” (You may if you wish state
whatever it is that is causing this negativity and inability to find freedom.)
You can call upon Archangel Zadkiel to help bring you freedom from any
past karma and to bring new enthusiasm into your life.
Additionally you can visualise a violet ray of light surrounding you from head
to toe and releasing all negativity and fears that are stopping your freedom
to follow your rightful path. Once you feel this violet ray of light you may
then extend it to others around you, situations that need help or the whole
world.
Archangel Zadkiel and the Violet Ray of light will help you to gain the
freedom that you need to pursue your goals and ambitions.
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Colours of Angels Rainbow Invocation.
Although you can individually connect with each Archangel whenever you
require you may also connect with all 7 of them at once if you feel in need
of extra Angelic guidance and protection.
This can be particularly helpful when life seems to be bearing down on you
and can be carried out quickly.
Simply state outloud or silently :
“Archangels of Colour please be with me during my time of need to bring me
your love, protection, guidance and healing to assist me in moving forward
and away from negativity. I thank you for listening to me in this time of
need and I welcome the guidance that you bring me”
Then visualise a bright and powerful rainbow of Blue, Green, Yellow, Pink,
Gold and Violet surrounding and overlighting you and then a bright white ray
of light emerging from this rainbow and entering your body through your
head and travelling down to your feet and out into the earth. Feel this
infusion of rainbow colours easing your mind body and soul and bringing the
guidance, peace, protection and healing that you deserve. Release any fears
and negativity into the earth and feel the warmth of your angels as they
wrap their wings around you.
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How to receive the Colours of Angels Initiation.
Prepare yourself by going to a place where you will not be disturbed for 3045 minutes.
Switch off your telephone and mobile phone and ask people around you not
to disturb you.
Play soft relaxing music if required and light incense or candles if you find
this assists you to relax.
Just before the appointed time *** for your connection, make yourself
comfortable and relax your whole body and mind.
At the appointed time*** state either outloud or silently
“I am now ready to receive The Colours of Angels Initiation that is being
sent to me by teacher’s name here.”
Then simply close your eyes and allow the connection to be made by your
teacher. The connection should run for between 30-45 minutes although this
time can vary from person to person. You may sense any of the Archangel’s
around you and you may have images of colours appear to you along with a
feeling of warmth, courage and protection.
After you have sensed the connection has ended give thanks to the
Archangels for being with you and slowly get up. Drink plenty of water after
the connection.
All of the 7 Archangels are now available to you whenever you require their
assistance and guidance.
To call upon any of the Archangels simply visualise your whole body from
head to toe surrounded in their colour and feel the energy wrap itself
around you.
*** If your attunement has been prepared in advance for you simply
receive it following the above instructions whenever you are ready.
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How to pass The Colours of Angels connection distantly
to others.
Before making the connection with the Archangels, prepare your room as
you would when giving other attunements if you are currently a Reiki Master
or teacher of any other healing modality. If you are not currently a Reiki
Master then ensure that the room is warm, comfortable and that you will
not be disturbed. Light candles, burn incense, play soft music or whatever
you feel guided to do to create a relaxed and peaceful atmosphere.
Just before the time appointed to send the connection, make yourself
comfortable and close your eyes for a few moments. Focus on your
breathing and with each breath in, visualise each coloured ray entering your
Crown Chakra and flowing through your body to your feet. Once you feel
that the rays of light are flowing through you state either out loud or
silently the following :
“Divine Spirit , Keeper of the Light, Archangels Michael, Jophiel, Chamuel,
Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel and Zadkiel and all my guides, please be with me to
pass this Colours of Angels connection to “person’s name”. May he/she
receive this connection to enable him/her to feel a permanent connection
with the Archangels and be able to call upon their assistance at any time.
May the Coloured Rays of the Archangels now flow through his/her crown
chakra into all the chakras of his/her body and down to his/her toes. May
“person’s name” feel these loving rays of colour flow through them now
infusing their mind, body and soul with protection, love and warmth. “
Then take a few minutes to visualise the coloured rays of the 7 Archangels
surrounding the person with protection, love and warmth. See Archangel
Michael’s Blue Ray of Protection, Archangel Jophiel’s Yellow Ray of Wisdom
and Illumination, Chamuel’s Pink Ray of Love, Gabriel’s White Ray of Purity
and Harmony, Raphael’s Green Ray of Healing, Uriel’s Gold Ray of Peace
and Zadkiel’s Violet Ray of Freedom enter through the crown chakra, flow
down through the body and out of the person’s feet into the Earth.

Once you sense this has reached completion, say the following outloud or
silently :
“Thank you Archangels and guides for connecting through me with “person’s
name” and infusing his/her mind, body and soul with the love and
protection of your Ray’s and Colour. May “person’s name” be able to call
upon you all to assist him/her at anytime.”

The connection to the Colours of Angels is now complete.
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How to pass The Colours of Angels connection in person.
If you would prefer to pass the connection to your students in person then
the procedure is similar to the distance connection.
Prepare the room as usual and ask the student to sit comfortably in a chair.
The student does not need to prepare in the same way for an inperson
connection. They simply have to close their eyes and relax.
When you are ready to pass the connection close your eyes for a few
moments. Focus on your breathing and with each breath in, visualise all the
coloured Rays of each Archangel entering your Crown Chakra and flowing
through your body to your feet one at a time. Once you feel that the rays of
light are flowing through you place your hands on the person’s crown chakra
and state either out loud or silently the following :
“Divine Spirit , Keeper of the Light, Archangels Michael, Jophiel, Chamuel,
Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel and Zadkiel and all my guides, please be with me to
pass this Colours of Angels connection to “person’s name”. May he/she
receive this connection to enable him/her to feel a permanent connection
with the Archangels and be able to call upon their assistance at any time.
May the Coloured Rays of the Archangels now flow through his/her crown
chakra into all the chakras of his/her body and down to his/her toes. May
“person’s name” feel these loving rays of colour flow through them now
infusing their mind, body and soul with protection, love and warmth. “
Then allow the connection to flow through you into the person’s crown
chakra and down through their body into their feet.
Once you feel this has reached completion say the following outloud or
silently :
“Thank you Archangels and guides for connecting through me with “person’s
name” and infusing his/her mind, body and soul with the love and
protection of your Ray’s and Colour. May “person’s name” be able to call
upon you all to assist him/her at anytime.”
The connection to the Colours of Angels is now complete.
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Registration
When you have been attuned to the Colours of Angels please go to
http://www.onehealing.com/apps/guestbook/ and follow the instructions
on the website to register yourself as a teacher.
If you have any problems with this service please email
stephenrlovering@gmail.com

Other Courses
I offer a selection of distance courses at the following sites
www.learn-reiki-now.com – Complete Home Study Usui Reiki Course
www.onehealing.com – Over 60 courses and a great value package of Reiki
courses.
www.wingstherapies.com – Lightarian Courses

Use of manual
You are able to use this manual for your own students as long as you do not
make any alterations. The manual must be sent in pdf format in it’s original
format.
Unauthorised changes are not permitted.
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Disclaimer
As with all complementary and alternative therapies, none of the
treatments listed on my websites or in the training manuals are meant to be
a substitute for proper medical diagnosis, treatment or care from your
GP/Medical Practitioner.
I do not diagnose conditions, prescribe medication or interfere with a GP's
treatment.
If you are currently taking medication prescribed by your GP/Medical
Practitioner, do not stop taking it without his/her's advice.
If you have any concerns regarding your medical condition please speak with
your GP/Medical Practitioner first.
I do not accept responsibility if you choose to treat yourself using any
information from my website or training manuals.
I accept no responsibility for any loss or damages caused as a direct or
indirect result of the use or misuse of any information contained on this
website or through attunements.

Attunements will only be given to persons aged over 18 years.
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